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1 Executive Summary 

This final report for EPM 25703 summarises Evolution Mining’s activities conducted on the 
tenement during the period 23rd October 2018 until 19th October 2020.  

The Connors Arc Project is located within the same belt of Late Carboniferous to Early Permian 
volcanic units as the 2.5Moz Au low-sulphidation epithermal gold-silver Cracow orebody and the 
1.5Moz Au high-sulphidation epithermal gold-silver-copper Mt Carlton orebody. Epithermal style 
gold mineralisation has been identified within the tenement and project area, indicating potential 
for a significant discovery within the region. 

A project-scale airborne hyperspectral (Hymap) survey was flown across the project area, which 
identified a pyrophyllite-alunite anomaly within EPM 25703, dubbed Sashimi prospect. Following up 
on this, a reconnaissance field visit was undertaken by consultant Ben Jones. Rock chips collected 
during the visit did not return significant anomalous Au or pathfinder assays.  

49 soil samples were taken as part of a regional sampling program along the Killarney-Bolted 
Horseshoe trend. No significant results were reported from within the tenement.  

A regional review of existing data was undertaken by Footprint Geoscience consultants to assess 
prospects within the wider Connors Arc Project and their potential to host epithermal 
mineralisation. No targets were identified within EPM 25703.  An open source data compilation and 
validation was also completed by Map to Mine consultancy, covering the entire Connors Arc 
Project.  

Model Earth geological consultancy completed geological mapping across the Connors Arc Project, 
which involved mapping and collecting 37 rock chips within the tenement area. No significant 
results were returned from these samples.  

Due to the lack of significant results and interpreted low prospectivity following Model Earth’s 
review, the tenement was surrendered on 29 October 2020.  
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2 Introduction 

2.1 Resource Authority Information 

EPM 25703 is part of a contiguous tenement package held by Evolution Mining (Connors Arc) Pty 
Ltd (“EVOCA”) also known as the “Connors Arc Project”. It was initially granted to Orion Gold NL on 
30th October 2015 for a term of 5 years. Pursuant to the terms of the ‘Sale and Purchase Agreement 
– Connors Arc’ dated the 2nd of May 2018, Evolution Mining (Connors Arc) Pty Ltd (“EVOCA”) 
acquired full beneficial interest in EPM 25703 on the 3rd of July 2018. EVOCA is a wholly owned 
subsidiary of Evolution Mining Limited (“Evolution Mining”). On 11 June 2018, the Department 
approved Project Status for the Connors Arc Project, which includes EPM 25703, and on 23rd 
October tenure was transferred to EVOCA. Figure 2 shows the location of EPM 25703 within the 
project area.  

EPM 25703 and lies within the Mount Bluffkin (#8752) and Connors Range (#8753) 1:100,000 map 
sheet areas and the St Lawrence (SF55) 1:250,000 sheet area. For the bulk of the reporting period, 
the tenement comprised 50 sub-blocks, with 23 being relinquished on 4 November 2019 (Figure 1, 
Table 1).  

Table 1: 23 sub-blocks relinquished from EPM 25703 in November 2019 

BIM BLOCK SUB-BLOCK 

CLER 2081 b,c,d,g,h,j,k,m,n,o,p,q,r,s,t,u,v,w,x,y  

CLER 2153 a,f,l  

 

Table 2: Remaining 27 sub-blocks relinquished from EPM 25703 in November 2020 

BIM BLOCK SUB-BLOCK 

CLER 2080 e,k,p,u,z 

CLER 2081 a,f,l  

CLER 2152 e,k,p,u,z 

CLER 2153 q,v,w 

CLER 2223 y,z 

CLER 2224 e,k,p,u,v,w,x,y,z 

 

2.2 Exploration Rationale 

The Connors Arc Project, is located within the same belt of Late Carboniferous to Early Permian 
volcanic units as the 2.5Moz Au low-sulphidation epithermal gold-silver Cracow orebody and the 
1.5Moz Au high-sulphidation epithermal gold-silver-copper Mt Carlton orebody. Epithermal style 
gold mineralisation has been identified within the tenement and project area, indicating potential 
for a significant discovery within the region. 

Evolution’s discovery strategy is to develop a hydrothermal fluid flow model across EPM 25703 and 
the surrounding tenements, enabling efficient generation and prioritisation of prospective targets. 
Targeting by utilising a regional hydrothermal system model hasn’t been undertaken since the early 
1990s, where completion of stream sampling and geophysics programs (magnetic and radiometric) 
were undertaken. Subsequent work completed was “postage stamp” type exploration, which 
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focused on individual prospects with singular anomalous results with little consideration of the 
regional hydrothermal system and fluid flow model. 

2.3 General Area Information 

EPM 25703 is located approximately 10km south-west of the town of St Lawrence (Figure 2). Access 
to the tenement is from Croydon Road via either the Bruce Highway or the Marlborough – Sarina 
Road, then by property tracks. Topography within the EPM area is gently undulating, punctuated by 
the high topographic relief of the Broadsound Range. The elevation change of the range is up to 
500m, is regionally distinctive and runs the length of the project area. The climate is subtropical, 
with open savannah vegetation on the flatter areas and open eucalypt forests in the steeper 
portions of the range. Beef cattle grazing is the main farming activity of the region. 
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Figure  1: Block and Sub-blocks details for EPM 25703. Sub-blocks in red were relinquished in November 2019.  
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Figure 2: Location plan showing Connors Arc (white), EPM 25703 (green) tenement outlines and relinquished 
blocks (red blocks relinquished 2019).  

 

Relinquished 2019 
Relinquished 2020 
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2.4 Regional Geology 

The regional geology of the Connors Arc province has been summarised previously by Withnall et al. 
(1998) and Garrad & Withnall (2004). The Connors Arc Project is located within the Connors Arc of 
the New England Orogen. The Early Carboniferous to Early Permian Connors Arc formed in a 
convergent plate margin setting, with the Connors Arc interpreted as the magmatic arc component. 
Intermediate to felsic volcanic and volcanic sedimentary rocks constitute most of the package, 
exposed as an antiform centred on the Broadsound Range. These units were intruded by Late 
Carboniferous to Early Permian granitoids. Major lithological groups along the project area include 
the Connors Volcanic Group, Lizzie Creek Volcanic Group, the Back Creek Group basal basin 
sequences and the Connors Sub-province intrusions of Late Carboniferous to Early Permian age 
(Figure 3). 

2.4.1 Urannah Complex (Early Granitoids) 

Plutonic rocks of the Connors Arc are intermittently exposed along the volcanic belt. They are 
generally massive, granitic to granodioritic in composition. Some of the larger granitoids west of St 
Lawrence have yielded U-Pb zircon ages of around 330 Ma (e.g., Burwood Complex) and 315 Ma 
(e.g., Dacey Granite, Bora Creek Quartz Monzodiorite). Those further to the north belong to the 
Urannah Complex, which is the name given a larger batholithic group of individual plutonic rocks 
emplaced within the interval 305–285 Ma. 

2.4.2 Connors Volcanics 

The Connors Volcanics (or Connors Volcanic Group, Withnall et al., 2009) are described as a felsic to 
intermediate volcanic pile of mainly rhyolite, dacite to andesite lavas, ash-flow tuffs and 
agglomerate. Minor trachyte, trachyandesite, basalt and spilite flows are present. The rhyolite and 
dacite generally contain phenocrysts of quartz and feldspar set in a fine-grained or cryptocrystalline 
(aphanitic) groundmass. Dacites locally include albite and accessory hornblende. Andesite flow 
rocks are commonly plagioclase phyric or massive and weakly flow banded in places. Pyroclastics 
are represented by thick beds of graded crystal lithic tuff ranging from ash-flow tuffs to 
agglomerates that probably constitute more than one-third of the volcanic pile. The tuffs are mainly 
rhyolitic to andesitic, and their lithic fragments consist of volcanic material of those compositions. 
Other bedded volcaniclastic rocks include tuffaceous sandstone and conglomerate perhaps 
reworked by epiclastic processes (Augenstein et al., 2019). 

The regionally mapped volcanic beds dip gently to moderately east or west at angles between 20 

and 60, and might be up to several kilometres thick. Malone has suggested that the tuffs and lavas 
were probably laid down as a wedge, within which the various volcanic rock types lens out along 
strike, suggesting supply from many volcanic centres. The dips are probably partly depositional, 
modified by faulting and block uplift and rotation that produced locally steeper attitudes during 
later compression from the northeast. Only rare examples of bedded sediments and the 
predominance of flows and massive pyroclastics lead to the interpretation that the Connors 
Volcanics were deposited subaerially (Augenstein et al., 2019). 
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Figure 3: Major regional lithological groups within the Connors Arc Project Area (Augenstein et al., 2019). 
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2.4.3 Lizzie Creek Volcanics 

The Lizzie Creek Volcanics division comprises rocks interpreted to lie above the Connors Volcanics 
and below the Back Creek Group, the lowermost part of the Bowen Basin succession. The unit 
descriptions consist dominantly of andesitic volcanics, slightly less abundant rhyolitic and dacitic 
volcanics, some basalt, and minor sediments. Andesitic tuffs are more common than lavas. Passing 
upwards there is an increase in the proportion of bedded sediments including volcaniclastic 
conglomerate and lithic sandstone with clasts derived from a silicic volcanic terrain. The abundance 
of bimodal volcanics and locally reworked and graded volcaniclastics are thought to be consistent 
with subaqueous deposition close to active volcanic centres. Calcareous siltstone, calcareous 
tuffaceous sandstone, and a few beds of limestone near the top of the unit indicate a transition to 
marine conditions as the sea invaded most of the area. The previously differentiated Carmila beds 
(including rudaceous volcaniclastics interbedded with lavas, sandstone and mudstone) are more 
lately interpreted as the lateral equivalents of the upper parts of the Lizzie Creek Volcanics 
(Augenstein et al., 2019). 

2.4.4 Back Creek Group 

The Back Creek Group division consists of sandstone, siltstone, mudstone, conglomerate, and minor 
limestone, deposited in a marine or paralic environment throughout the lower Bowen Basin during 
the Early to Middle Permian. Local uplift and periodic regression of the sea resulted in non-
deposition in some areas and in changes in the depositional environment from marine to deltaic or 
fluvial. The fluvio-littoral sediments interfinger with fossiliferous marine sediments and some 
widespread fossiliferous horizons indicate marine transgressions at times over the entire basin area. 
The base of the group marks the change from mainly volcanic deposition in the east and freshwater 
sedimentation in the west to marine sedimentation. Around the Connors Arc, these rocks are 
described as dominantly thick-bedded to massive dark grey mudstone with subordinate sandstone, 
conglomerate and limestone. Elliptical phosphatic concretions up to about 30 cm are common. The 
mudstone is very well cleaved in places having accommodated much of the later strain during post-
rift contraction (Augenstein et al., 2019). 

 

2.5 Local geology/mapping 

The geological interpretation for EPM 25703 is shown in Figure 4. The main lithological units within 
and proximal to EPM 25703 comprise basement felsic granitoids (likely Urannah complex). These 
are overlain by felsic volcanics and volcaniclastics of the Connors Arc Volcanics (CAV). The CAV are 
overlain by intermediate volcanics contemporaneous with the Lizzie Creek Volcanics. Intermediate 
volcanics are overlain by felsic volcanics and sediments of the Back Creek Group.  
 
A detailed fault network has been interpreted from available geophysical datasets and surface 
mapping observations. Three main generations of faults are observed; 

2.5.1 Arc Oblique Faults 

These faults are defining early basins, possibly formed during N-S extension. Since they are syn-
depositional as well as the oldest generation of faults, they are the most difficult to trace reliably 
over long distances. Most of them have there been based on marking sharp boundaries between 
older intrusions that mark basin highs and younger rocks that mark basin lows (Augenstein et al., 
2019). 

2.5.2 N-S Striking & Transfer Faults 
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These faults are marking a change to deposition east (Carmila Beds) and west (Lizzie Creek) of the 
arc and therefore a switch in from N-S extension to E-W extension. They are often broad zones of 
faulting & shearing, typically topographic lows and frequently show signs of alteration (eg silica, 
pyrite, etc.) along them and thus are relatively easy to trace throughout the arc.  
E-W extension along these N-S striking faults has been accompanied by transfer faulting that 
compensates for changes in rheology associated with the early arc-oblique basins. The Bora 
Lineament and the general (quite broad) Killarney-Croydon trend are two of these transfer zones 
that are interpreted to have been broadly synchronous to E-W extension (Augenstein et al., 2019). 

2.5.3 Thrusts and Reverse faults 

There is a very limited number of thrusts and reverse faults within the arc, whereas their spatial 
frequency and importance for the structural architecture increases dramatically in the far south of 
the tenement package. Within the core of the belt, the reverse fault at Big Codling Creek corner 
(near the causeway of the Croydon-Killarney Road) is the only reverse fault observed; it does not 
seem to affect much in terms of overall arc-scale architecture (offset likely less than 100m) 
(Augenstein et al., 2019).  

2.6 Significant Mineralisation 

There are no known mineral deposits or occurrences within the tenement area. 
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Figure 4: Local geology EPM 25703 
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3 Results/technical summary 

3.1 Previous work 

For summary of historical exploration works conducted within the activity area refer to the 2018 
Annual Report for EPM 25703 (Dugdale et al., 2018) 

3.2 Work completed by Evolution Mining between 23 October 2018 and 29 
October 2020 

3.2.1 Footprint Geoscience review 

Review and interpretation of historic data across the project commenced following Evolution’s 
acquisition of the Connors Arc Project. Known prospect areas were prioritised for reconnaissance 
mapping and sampling. A project-scale prospectivity review (appendix 4) of geological, geophysical 
and geochemical datasets was completed with assistance from consultants Footprint Resources 
with recommendations for database compilation and validation. The project database was found to 
contain errors and omissions, and these issues were rectified.  

3.2.2 Map to Mine Data Compilation 

Regional open source data compilation and validation completed by Map to Mine consultancy 
covering the entire Connors Arc Project area. This included: 

• Download and file QDEX reports 

• Capture datapoints and associated information as per the DNRME database compilation 
requirements (geochemistry, geology and metadata). 

• Capture data validation and data quality information on a per point basis in each data table 
and append to local dataset 

• Validate and upload new data to the DNRME database 

• Extract and format AOI data into local access database 
 

Outputs from this project were 

• Exploration data in Access database and shape files (GDA94) 

• Report on work completed and any data of interest 

• Excel spreadsheet of exploration summary by report including any validations or changes to 
original data. 

• Folder containing reports with geological mapping 

• Folder containing reports with geophysical surveys 

• Geology maps provided as georeferenced tiffs 

 

The compilation was commenced on 16 September 2019 with the final compilation provided to 
Evolution Mining on 25 October 2019. 

 

3.2.3 Hyperspectral survey 

A tenement wide airborne HyMap spectral data was completed and covered an area of 3545km². 
HyMap VNIR – SWIR data and orthophotos were acquired by HyVista Corporation using fixed-wing 
aircraft flying at ~2km height (Figure 5). Data from this survey is included as appendix 3. This 
identified the Sashimi pyrophyllite-alunite hyperspectral anomaly within the tenement area.  
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Figure 5: Connors Arc 2018 Hymap survey area 
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3.2.4 Geochemistry 

49 B-horizon soil samples (Figure 6, appendix 2) were within the tenement area as part of a broader 
regional soil survey. Samples were sent to ALS Townsville for full-suite multi-element (ME-MS61) 
and gold (Au-ICP22). Analytical standards and duplicate samples were routinely taken every 100 
samples. Soil samples sent for analysis were generally between 350g and 500g. The regional soil 
survey was designed with the objective of defining significant geochemical anomalies associated 
with either low- or high-sulphidation gold mineralisation. Various samples returned anomalous 
pathfinder values, but no significant Au (peak gold value 0.005 ppm) or extensive, coherent 
pathfinder anomalies were identified in soil samples taken from EPM 25703.  
 
43 rock chip samples (Figure 6, appendix 2) were collected during the reporting period and sent to 
ALS Townsville for full-suite multi-element (ME-MS61) and gold (Au-AA26) assays. Of these, only 3 
returned assays with Au above minimum detection limit (0.01 ppm Au), and none of these were 
significant.  
Various samples returned anomalous pathfinders. These included: 

• CA_S032022: 14.55 ppm Mo 

• CA_S032268: 290 ppm Zn 

• CA_R04325: 10.55 ppm Sb 

• CA_R04324: 5.6 ppm W 
 
60 rock chip and coarse fraction soil samples were analysed via short wave infrared (SWIR) Terra-
Spec High-Res ASD and processed using The Spectral Geologist (TSG 7), and are included in 
Appendix 2. This confirmed the pyrophyllite-alunite Sashimi hymap anomaly. 
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Figure 6: Soil and rock chip Au geochemistry within the current and expired EPM 25703 tenement, with 
anomalous pathfinder values highlighted 

 
 
 
 
 

Sashimi  
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3.2.5 Mapping 

Reconnaissance rock chipping and mapping was undertaken at Sashimi Hymap anomaly by 
consultant Ben Jones in 2019. 

Structural geological consultants Model Earth were engaged to undertake regional geological 
mapping at the Connors Arc Project over a 9 week period from late April to June 2019. Mapping was 
completed at a scale of 1:25,000 with the overall objective to create an arc-scale structural 
framework model that would assist in identifying exploration target areas. Mapping was generally 
completed along gazetted roads or where landowner access was permitted along station tracks and 
across properties. Mapping was carried out using a combination of paper A3 hard-copy fact maps 
(Figure 7), notebooks and digital GIS software used to record point file data and general 
observations. Rock chip samples were taken for geochemical classification of rock types, alteration 
and mineralisation styles. 

The project delivered a 3D structural geological model, in 3D modelling software Leapfrog, for 
Connors Arc, as well as developing a robust targeting criteria for mineralisation within the project 
area. The final report and geological observations from EPM 25703 are included as appendix 1 and 
provides significant detail regarding the updated geological interpretation for Connors Arc.  

The targeting criteria developed by Model Earth for the most promising exploration targets at 
Connors Arc is as follows; 

 

• West side of the arc. 

o because: the magmatic centre was there at the time of the switch in extension 

direction and we increase the chance of mafic melt input closer to the back-arc 

basin. 

• N-S fault striking fault system. 

o because: we need multiple fault systems active at the same time for maximum 

permeability, and the N-S faults were active during the switch. 

• (roughly) E-W striking fault system. 

o because: we need multiple fault systems active at the same time for maximum 

permeability, and the E-W faults were still active for a while during the switch. 

• a transfer fault between N-S striking faults or a similar contemporaneous complexity. 

o because: permeability is even further increased when N-S, E-W and a transfer fault 

coincide. 

• Lowermost Lizzie Creek (or close to it). 

o because: this unit was deposited during the switch in extension direction and was 

probably rapidly buried, too, which is good for preservation and could possibly 

provide a cap for fluid migration; plus there is an increased chance of a rheological 

contrast due to the switch from felsic to intermediate volcanism. 

If only 3 or 4 out of these 5 criteria coincide in one spot, it is still very likely that there is an anomaly, 
however, it might not have had enough or the right fluid input or a high chance of preservation to 
create an economic deposit.  
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Figure 7: EPM 25703 Model Earth Fact Map 
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4 Conclusions 

No significant alteration zones that would be expected in areas of prospective mineralisation within 
the tenement area were identified by the Hymap aerial spectral survey. Although the Sashimi 
pyrophyllite-alunite anomaly was field-validated, it was determined not to represent a major zone 
of alteration associated with mineralisation. Soil and rock chip samples taken in the tenement area 
did not return significant assay values in Au or other coherent pathfinder anomalies. 
 
Following a regional mapping projected completed by Model Earth across the broader Connors Arc 
Project the prospectivity of the eastern side of the belt, and subsequently the area held within EPM 
25703, has been downgraded.  
 
This conclusion is based on the targeting criteria developed by Model Earth consultants and 
outlined in section 3.2.5, and the results described above.  
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5 Copyright Statement 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND WARRANTY 

 

1. Subject to 2, the mining resource authority holder acknowledges that this report, including 
the material, information and data incorporated in it, has been made under the direction or 
control of the State of Queensland (the State) within the meaning of section 176 of the 
Copyright Act 1968 (Cwlth). 

2. To the extent that copyright in any material included in this report is not owned by the 
State, the resource authority holder warrants that it has the full legal right and authority to 
grant, and does hereby grant, to the State, subject to any confidentiality obligation 
undertaken by the State, the right to do (including to authorize any other person to do) any 
act in the copyright, including to: 

a. Use 
b. Reproduce 
c. Publish 

Or 
d. Communicate in electronic form to the public, such material, including any data and 

information included in the material. 
3. Without limiting the scope of 1 and 2 above, the resource authority holder warrants that all 

relevant authorizations and consents have been obtained for all acts referred to in 1 and 2 
above, to ensure that the doing of any of the acts is not unauthorized within the meaning of 
section 29(6) of the Copyright Act 1968 (Cwlth). 
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